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renaissance TesT

name:      date:  

a. Pacific states

B. answer the questions.

1. What country was leonardo da vinci from?        

2. What country was William shakespeare from?       

3. What country was galileo from?       

4. What country was johann sebastian bach from?       

5. What is the name of one of the pieces by the famous composer?  

           

TesT

Word Bank 

alaska

California

hawaii

new mexico

oregon

Washington

1.        

2.        

3.        

4.        

5.        
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6. What is the name of one of the famous plays we discussed? 

             

7. What is one of the new words or expressions made up by the famous writer?  

            

8. Write the names of these paintings.

(1.)         

(2.)         

renaissance  test 2

2.

1.
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c. use the words below to fill in the blanks. 

1. the renaissance was in the time period of the      .

2. leonardo da vinci is remembered for his       

 and for his       .

3. William shakespeare is known for his        and for 

making up new       .

4. galileo is known for his studies in       . he was 

the first to use a       .

5. johann sebastian bach was famous for his       

 and for his       .

organ playing

science

renaissance

music

sewing

1300s–1600s

inventions

telescope

paintings

Words

recipes

1700s–1900s

plays
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D. choose two of the four men we studied. Write at least five sentences 
about each. make sure to include facts that are not already on the test. the 
following questions may help you. What was one of the most unusual things of his 
life? What do you wish you could have seen him do? What is an interesting little story about 
his life that you remember? how is he different from you? how is he the same as you? if you 
could meet him, what would you like to ask him?

person one:   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

person two:   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


